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Proper Citation
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Resource Information

URL: http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/crnl/tools/asl
Proper Citation: pCASL Analysis (RRID:SCR_015004)
Description: Collection of analysis scripts for pCASL (pseudo-Continuous ASL) data.
Resource Type: data or information resource, portal, source code, software resource
Defining Citation: PMID:17826940
Keywords: pseudo-Continuous ASL, arterial spin labeling
Resource Name: pCASL Analysis
Resource ID: SCR_015004

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for pCASL Analysis.
No alerts have been found for pCASL Analysis.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics
We found 5 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at [RRID].


Wright SN, et al. (2015) Perfusion shift from white to gray matter may account for processing speed deficits in schizophrenia. Human brain mapping, 36(10), 3793-804.
